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Cython is super fast. Writing Cython code runs faster than Python 2 and Python 3. Cython also compiles to native machine code (and is back-
compatible with CPython). And Cython is easier to use than typing things out in raw C! The Cython tutorial gives step-by-step instructions and does

Cython conversion for you; if you're familiar with Python, you'll be able to get started right away. Finally, Cython also lets you use a real
programming language, Python, which makes more powerful than... More Information. Now that you know what Cython is, find out how it fits in to

your development workflow. [...] Cython is more than just an extension to Python or a compiler to Python. It's a fully integrated solution for building
fast and effective code in Python. Once you get the basics, Cython is your toolkit for faster programs.... Flask is a powerful, small web framework for
Python. It provides an API similar to Django and Turbogears, a template system, URL routing, session support, comprehensive logging, and support
for many common web deployment technologies (FastCGI, WSGI, mod_wsgi, Apache, uWSGI, lighttpd). This is an old project, but the last commit
was in March 2015 (around the time of PEP 442). If you're looking for a tool for rapid development and deployment, you might be better off with

something newer. Flask is a powerful, small web framework for Python. It provides an API similar to Django and Turbogears, a template system, URL
routing, session support, comprehensive logging, and support for many common web deployment technologies (FastCGI, WSGI, mod_wsgi, Apache,

uWSGI, lighttpd). This is an old project, but the last commit was in March 2015 (around the time of PEP 442). If you're looking for a tool for rapid
development and deployment, you might be better off with something newer.... sources are available for starting up the old version of Cython. My
prefered way would be to create a virtualenv based on the src directory, (how to install cpython in a virtualenv?) and try to compile the sources.

(see sources are available for starting up the old version of Cython. My 6d1f23a050
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